Family and Comrades, as time goes, your efforts are making the enemy more and more desperate. I will try to be as quick as possible as I have to, while covering everything, so everyone can convey the bigger image.

The thing they are resorting to tactical nukes on Yemen, disregard any notion of the United Nations, that they are screaming loud now that “They own it all“ and the related things. They are rapidly making more and more enemies both in the international scene and in their relations.

Do not let these fool you. These show utmost desperation.

Also, do not be fooled that they are done. Far from it. They will keep pushing everything until the bitter end. As High Priestess Maxine has said, they will be like a beast that is most harmful when it’s close to its end.

These signify they are having very serious problems on the within. Satan has personally told me that "They are full of traitors within", traitors they can never suspect or imagine. This is happening because many can see what is coming and their confidence is gone a long way. Very high position xian ministers, persons of the enemy etc., have turned over and as time goes, more and more want to be on the side of Satan. Many Gentiles working under jews have understood their mistakes and more will, as time goes.

The Truth sets free not only the common people, but people in power as well. Much of it is secret and we do not know even half of the story, as this doesn't even make it to the public eye anyway. This "megalomaniac“ turn is showing they are having very serious problems and need to make the masses BELIEVE again that they are rulers. This shows the belief of the masses of the people is going away and against the jews.

You can go everywhere in the internet and you will see the hate is surging more and more against the "chosen ones" of "god" who have manipulated, destroyed and attempted to enslave any kind of being on Earth. It known the enemy is paying the $$$ for armies of "web warriors" whose job is simply to lie online and promote the jewish ends, as to shape public opinion online. They are having a very difficult time trying to pluck the holes in their horrendous ship of lies. Thing is where we are at, we are like a Hydra. The more heads you cut, the more will come up. And there is no torch to end this for them.
The movies, songs, TV series and so forth that are blaspheming Satan or are trying to denigrate His name are bringing us attention. I know that to many, this is disturbing as this is negative attention, but those legitimately interested can understand this. As time goes, soon, almost all persons on Earth will have the ability to enter the internet. Many do not, but they will. Many people come here due to TV series/movies like the Avatar, Dragon-Ball Z, "Supernatural", internet articles, flaming of the Joy of Satan or Satan Himself, whatever have you.

These were supposed to work on the enemy's behalf into scaring people away, but they brought us much attention in any way. People are surprised and very happy to know that Satan is the True God and He is nothing that is portrayed of Him. Their movies are giving us attention and, in their attempts, to cover up their aeons of lies are crumbling on their own weight, exactly as Joseph Goebbels did predict, around 70 years ago.

They are to where their moves are a double-edged sword. They can keep up the propaganda, lies and defamation, but this will bring us even more members and attention. They can go on a "Samson" option and try to take everyone down with them, but this will simply add martyrs and fame on whomever they do attempt this. Their actions to "Defend" themselves will simply show that their world of lies is crumbling and their endless attempts of covering up facts, shows they are hiding a lot of things.

The epoch of "Pax Judaica" is coming to an end. People are seeking their roots. Thing is, the jews are trying to get a hold of the new frontiers that are rising. Namely, NS or Pagan organizations or whatever have you. They are trying to lie in that Satan is this, Satan is that, Nazis were "christian" or whatever other filth, "archangels" are now "helping humanity to meditate" or whatever else. The same beings who enslaved, harmed beyond word and assisted the jews in world domination and slaughtering of all the Ancients, are now supposedly "helping". Their help evidently leads nowhere or in a destroyed Soul nonetheless. The thing I am trying to state is that they have lost their minds with what is going on. They cannot be anywhere at once.

All these lies do hang from their chain of lies and they will succumb, especially as more and more are knowing the Truth. Their sickly propaganda builds up on the fact that many people are told to blot out their common sense and their logic. As time goes, Humanity improves. This is the Age of Aquarius. It's an Age of Spirituality, Evolution and Logic. So long the enemy is around, they are trying to force this in a different and eviler end.
While for many people it's hard to digest, yes, the Truth is that jews are behind all of these frontiers directly or indirectly. What is for sure is that they have influenced these frontiers. It's in their nature to work that way, from afar, unless strong enough to brag about it. But now they brag because they are weak. It's reverse psychology. They control the media, the press and so forth, but they do not control the internet, although they have tried, much more blatantly recently.

Satan is the beauty, the Truth and our God, the Great God of our Pagan Ancestors whom the kikes spitefully attacked and hated. Inside the back of the mind of all Gentiles, they do know the Truth. We must all keep up the fight in educating people.

Also- Never forget. The jews are guilty people. They know and they are living proof of the lies and deception they have brought upon Humanity. They are carrying this with them. They cannot get rid of it. They know they are the source of all this. This is why they are trying to convince anyone they are good. In all historical times, people have subconsciously or consciously known that they were a cancer. They tried to convince and brainwash everyone that they are not. They tortured and brainwashed everyone who even worked against them or dared to think against them. This shows they are in entirety a race, a mafia and not merely a "deception that is made up" by their "enemies". It's an actual fact, undeniably.

This shows the people were right. No "rumor" has punished everyone so severely. No "rumor" can be so evidently seen in everything. Nowadays with the internet all the facts are available. Whomever still believes or implies that this is "fake" is simply in denial, because they are weak cowards. It is, what it is.

They have used all means possible to destroy their opposition. These are not actions of a mere "idea". This shows they are a real, existing, racial mafia that is destroying and attempting to destroy its opposition in every way possible. You will note, that whenever one has "problems" in their life, the first thing they do is spitefully verbally attack "god" and so forth. They do blaspheme the jewish "god". This shows that subconsciously people do KNOW and FEEL that this kike on the sky and its fairytale, is the source of their own misery.

Young children in schools all over the world, in movies, in television, in the press, everyone is told and brainwashed into accepting the jews and godifying them, or disregarding them all together. They are forcing this into the minds of people. You will not hear gestures of honor and protection for any other "race" of people. When was the last time you heard about how good the Thai people, the Chinese people, the Egyptians or whomever have you, are? When was the last time you was forced to believe in the mastery of any other "Race"? When was the last
time you were forced to believe into a Racial "god" of anyone but the jews? When was the last time you heard about "holocausts" that other Races have underwent? They do not even mention how the jewish corporations and interests have been the source of all this.

You are not allowed to any other "opinion" than the "opinion" of the cattle. Whatever is thrown to the Goyim, its acceptable. You can say it. If it's not in accordance to what the jewish slavers throw at you, it's a "lie", its "malefic", its "evil", its "pseudoscience", its "of the Devil". They are teaching people to reject everything they listen without any investigation. The Truth does NOT and will NEVER fear investigations, in anything.

Note in American schools or everywhere else, most do spend hours upon hours telling everyone about the jewish "hardships", rather than they are taught about the hardships of their own people. Or what have you. In houses, work, wherever, people are brainwashed day after day into a jewish god, to respect and fear the jews, to feel sorry for them, whatever have you. The amount of brainwashing people has underwent in regards to this is so enormous many cannot even comprehend this. People are told to not be "racist" but at the same time, we are being enforced into the racial bullshit and crap of the kikes, 24/7.

In most states of the planet, the "Chosen ones" do not even have to pay taxes, pay reduced taxes and so forth. They can conduct businesses without any tax in extreme cases. Imagine that. You will never know or even imagine the privileges the kikes have, simply because they are kikes. They are the masters of racism and they stand beyond anything. Assimilation and "sameness" are only for the Goyim [Beasts in hebrew]. For them, they are supposed to stay at the top. They use the Races of Gentiles and turn them against one another, state against state.

This builds upon their propaganda and they make sure that the stronger beasts will turn against one another, kill each other, while the kikes move on unimpeded towards their goal: The Jewish Global Slave State.

We are directly or indirectly told that they are some sort of "Master Race". They have projected this to the Germans and other enemies they had in the times, to turn the masses and public opinion against them. This is the same they do with Satan. All they are and do, this is blamed on Satan.

You cannot see a movie without some kike message, some sorry "jewsus" hanging from the stick, or listen to a song that is not xian and pacifistic, or that has ideas that aren't saturated with xianity in some way. You cannot study science or anything else, without some damned jew taking word and pretending to be the all-knowing.
This is not the natural state of things. This shows all countries and the whole world has underwent severe attacks and strikes as to get on that level.

The holocaust, christianity, hebrew, abrahamic deathly candy is coming to an end. The people have digested it and they will now shit it out.

It’s our job to inform people and teach them the "other side" of the story. People need to know and must wake up. This slavery cannot go on any longer.

The Truth must speak for itself.
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